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MÁTÉ ZOMBORY:  

Antifascist Readings: Hungarian Historical Documentation in the 
Eichmann Affair
Through the exploration of Hungarian historical documentation 
on the Eichmann case, this paper challenges three implicit 
assumptions prevalent in scholarly studies about the role of 
socialist countries in the affair. First, that the Eichmann Trial 
was a watershed event; second, that the basic aim of Eastern 
Bloc actors was to silence Jewishness in the case; and, third, 
that they, according to ‘totalitarian theory’, followed top-down 
orders stemming from the Soviet party. The main actors in the 
historical documentation were officials from the Ministries of 
Interior and of Foreign Affairs, as well as the journalist Jenő 
Lévai; the historian György Ránki played an important role 
in the interpretative framing of the documents. Through a 
comparative analysis of the positions developed in the course 
of the documentation of the case, the study aims to contribute 
to a rethinking of the role of anti-fascism as it related to the 
Eichmann Trial.
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TÍMEA JABLONCZAY:  

‘Otherwise, I also testified in the Eichmann Trial’ – The Testimony of 
Erzsi Szenes in Israel and Hungary during the 1960s

This article reveals a previously ignored area of Holocaust memory 
in Hungary, and proposes further theoretical and empirical 
memory studies, arguing that the Eichmann Trial had a symbolic 
impact on the cultural productions on the genocide forming the 
collective memory in Hungary during the 1960s. Taking the 
symbolic impact of the trial as a starting point, in this paper I 
explore the theoretical implications of the process in which the 
survivor-victim transformed into a witness and a social actor by 
showing the unique case of Erzsi Szenes, a Hungarian witness in 
the Eichmann Trial and the Auschwitz Trial. After outlining the 
theoretical framework on the significance of the role of the witness, 
I address the topic of Hungarian witnesses followed by a textual 
analysis of the testimony of Erzsi Szenes at the Jerusalem trial. In 
the second half of the paper, the development of Israeli–Hungarian 
cultural diplomacy between 1964 and 1966 is examined, which 
lead to the reappearance of Erzsi Szenes in Hungarian publicity 
with the publication her Holocaust diary, entitled The Soul Resists, 
in 1966. Erzsi Szenes can be considered as a symbolic figure of the 
social transformation of the victim—from victim to witness—and 
her case might be interpreted as a symbolic example of political 
obstruction because of the Soviet directives following the events 
of 1967, thereby highlighting one unstudied facet of the complex 
relation between politics, culture and memory culture during the 
1960s in Hungary. 

Keywords: collective memory, witness, testimony, cultural 
diplomacy, Eichmann Trial

RÓBERT TAKÁCS: 

The Eichmann Trial as a ‘Socialist’ Media Event? 

The Eichmann Trial, which began in April 1961, is referred to 
by several authors as the first global media event. By examining 
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the domestic and international media environment of the 
trial, and analysing the propaganda efforts of the leadership 
of Hungary and Soviet bloc countries, this study concludes 
that the technical conditions in the ‘socialist galaxy’ were not 
adequately developed to be able to talk about a media event in 
the sense outlined by Elihu Katz and Daniel Dayan. Gagarin’s 
space flight, which occurred at the same time as the Trial began, 
made headlines, but the public was not able to live it via media 
broadcast. Furthermore, the course of the Eichmann Trial and 
its emerging contents did not meet the expectations of agitation 
and propaganda, which also affected the more restrained 
discussion of the events of the Jerusalem court in Hungary.

Keywords: Eichmann Trial, media, media event, propaganda, 
television

TAMÁS KISANTAL: 

 The ‘Banality of Evil’ and ‘Obedience to Authority’. The Cultural 
Influence of the Eichmann Trial in 1960s America.

The essay studies the questions and problems of the obedient 
citizen in the US in the 1960s. It points out those cultural 
fields where the topic of obedience appeared besides the most 
famous and often analysed examples (e.g., the Eichmann 
Trial, the book of Hannah Arendt, and the social-psychological 
experiments of Stanley Milgram). Studying the cultural and 
historical background of the Milgram experiments, this essay 
aims to analyse the influence of the memory of Nazism and the 
Holocaust, the Cold War political background, the civil rights 
movements, and the Vietnam War on popular understandings 
and interpretations of the obedient mentality.

Keywords: Eichmann Trial; the banality of evil; obedience; 
Milgram experiments.
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ÁGNES NAGY: 

The Formation of Ordinary Architectural Knowledge: The Structure of 
Housing Propaganda in Interwar Budapest

In line with international trends, thinking about housing in 
Hungary has undergone a fundamental transformation since 
the 1920s. One of the central elements of the new self-definition 
of the architectural profession had become the pursuit of the 
architectural education of the layman and the dissemination of 
knowledge about housing. In order to convey knowledge about 
modern housing, appropriate channels were needed, which 
created new fora for discourses about housing. New types of 
exhibitions, publications, and newspaper sections appeared and 
dealt with the topic of housing, while housing advertisements—
which creating the apartment as a market product—were also 
introduced, accompanying the development of condominiums in 
Budapest from the second half of the decade. This study maps 
how the institutional structure of the architectural education of 
the population was formed, through which the ideas concerning 
housing and construction were mediated towards the population. 
It analyses fora such as the press—specialised journals and 
daily newspapers—housing advertisements that also existed 
independently of newspapers, social policy, architecture and 
interior design exhibitions, building advisory offices, and 
educational publications. Through their review, a characteristic 
shift in emphasis towards the family home can be pointed out. 
While the architectural discourse on housing construction and 
educational activity aimed at the general public overlapped 
in the case of family houses, the condominiums that were 
spreading at that time were marginalized in the architectural 
discourse, and were basically thematized only as objects of busi-
ness propaganda.

Keywords: housing propaganda, real estate advertisement, 
architecture exhibition, architectural propagative publication, 
freehold flat
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